ALBA Group worldwide

Tradition and size
are our strengths

Germany
Austria
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Croatia
Italy
Poland
Slovenia
Spain

The ALBA Group, a family-run company, is one of the ten largest
corporate groups for recycling services and raw material supply
worldwide. In 2019 its divisions generated an annual turnover of
2.0 billion Euros and employed a staff of approx. 8,800 employees.
We market approx. 5.8 million tonnes of raw materials each year.
Moreover, ALBA Group covers the whole range of environmental
services: starting with advice about waste management issues to
the licensing of packaging on the so-called dual system market, the
provision of reliable recycling solutions and state-of-the-art sorting
technology to innovative logistics and product development.

Europe

China
Japan
Singapore

Asia

ALBA Group – your specialist for …
Waste Avoidance
We work optimised logistics concepts and reusable pooling systems for the whole of Europe customised to your specific requirements.
Electrical and Electronic Scrap
With its own plants the ALBA Group is among the largest certified
recyclers of waste electrical and electronic equipment in Germany.
Waste Management
We manage all types of waste and take full responsibility for collection, transport and environment-friendly disposal.
Raw Materials Trading
We supply recycled paper, recycling plastics, ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals in all qualities, also in large
quantities.
Product Recycling
We organise custom-tailored collection systems for effective
recycling.
Hazardous Waste Management
The ALBA Group offers a full environment-friendly service from
legally certain disposal to advanced problem solving.

Steel and Metal Recycling
At our own facilities we use high-performance separation methods to
produce furnace-ready scrap that can be traded on the world market.
Packaging Take-Back System
We are your specialist for packaging returns, whether they be sales
or transport packaging, single-use deposit containers or paper
sacks, our packaging management is comprehensive.
Innovations
We develop techniques with economic and ecological value added.
With our multiple awarded process recycled-resource, which manufactures ready for production recycling plastics, we close the cycle
- and protect primary resources as well as our climate.

Facility Solutions
With our facility management services we offer you a full service
from one source: efficient, systematic, process-driven.

Total recycling raw materials:
Approx. 5.8 million tonnes

The recycling industry as raw material supplier

ALBA Group tonnages in 2019*

Some 14 percent of the raw materials used in the German economy are
obtained from waste. With upward tendency.
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As one of the worldwide leading companies for environmental services
and raw materials supply, ALBA Group plays an important part in this development. In 2019 alone ALBA Group saved 4.2 million tonnes of greenhouse gases compared to primary production and at the same time 32.3
million tonnes of primary raw materials through its recycling activities.
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* main fractions in thousands of tonnes
** including electronic scrap/waste

Sustainability through Responsibility
- ALBA Group’s intelligible corporate
guideline
Sustainable Recycling for Climate Protection
The world is changing fast. The ever-increasing scarcity of resources, the strain on our environment and climate and the shifting
demographic all have a profound impact on our lives. Only a sustainable economy, one which accounts for environmental and social
considerations as well as economic needs, can have a long-term
future.
Our aim is to make Germany a raw materials hub that feeds valuable resources back into the recycling loop, and that is ideally capable of supplying secondary raw materials not only to its domestic
industry, but to other nations as well.

Promoting Young Talent
We create perspectives for future generations. Our trainees pass
through a three-stage integrated cross-company training programme within the companies making up the ALBA Group.
We also offer combined work-and-study degree courses as well as
trainee programmes.

Sponsoring
Since 1991 the ALBA Group is name giver and main sponsor of
the basketball premier league team ALBA BERLIN and is socially
committed to promote the ALBA Youth programme.

www.albagroup.com

Since 1990, the greenhouse gas emissions of the German waste management industry have fallen by 75.8 percent. In 2019, the figure was
9.3 million tonnes (1990: 38.3 million tonnes). The waste management
sector therefore recorded the biggest fall of the sectors referred to in the
Climate Protection Law (energy sector, transport, industry, agriculture and
forestry, build-ing sector).

